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By Olive Vussere

Trafford Publishing, Canada, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 432 x 137 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Life is not static, but ever changing. Are we
evolving past a healthy need for acquiring proven, conclusive knowledge for direction in life? Is it
time to let some other kind of knowing rule, and let the proven kind be a tool? The first chapter of
Just Is challenges the accepted idea of what knowing right from wrong is, with detailed questions
and comments about the forbidden fruit. This return to the Bible is one result of the intent to take a
fresh and persistently innocent look at various schools of thought. It becomes apparent that what
we often refer to as knowledge is not actually something we really know, but something we ve
learned; it has authoritative approval, proof. Another thing about knowledge, is that for it to be of
any value in finding absolute truth, it must be total and absolute itself, otherwise it s outdated,
nothing but perception and opinion based on what happened in the past. Total and absolute
knowing is, of course, current and it functions in us when we let it be...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely essential read publication. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of
your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Nels Runte IV-- Nels Runte IV

The ideal publication i at any time read through. It really is writter in easy phrases and never di icult to understand. Its been designed in an remarkably
easy way which is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which actually transformed me, affect the way i think.
-- Ja queline Fla tley-- Ja queline Fla tley
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